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WHY ` GRAMMATICUS ' ?
1 . INTRODUCTION .
The De ' grammattico ', one of St . Anselm's earlier works ,
uses the word ` grammalicus ' as the crucial example from which
the dialogue takes its name 1 . Now this dialogue has either been
the object of vehement condemnation 2 , or at the best has been
written off as a trivial school exercise 3. The second verdict ha s
some ground in Anselm's own remarks 4 , but triviality is by
no means a necessary consequence of those remarks . The pur-
pose of the present paper is to site De ' grammatico ' within
its historical context of linguistic and logical discussion, an d
to suggest why ° gramnaticus ' came to be chosen as an exam-
ple, as well as to illustrate its aptness . It will then become inci-
dentally evident that the lack of understanding which has pre-
viously been the lot of this dialogue may be traced to the remar-
kable fact that its example-word, and hence its title, have neve r
been given a satisfactory translation into the modern language s
of Western Europe. This is not, of course, the only reason fo r
the failure of appreciation : sheer blindness to the point at issue
has been another .
It is necessary that the terms of the original discussions
(e . g . ' substance ', ' meaning ', ` quality ', and so forth) shoul d
for the most part be used without any detailed elucidation in
1 . References to volume, page, and line numbers of S . Anselmi Opera Omnia.
(ed . F. S . Schmitt) will have « S n prefixed, e . g. SII 163.12 . A passage of severa l
lines is referred to by initial and terminal line-numbers, e . g . SII 74 .5 .19
.
z . e. g . V . CousIN, Ouvrages Inédits d'A Mani (Paris 1836) Introduction p . clii ;
MAURICE, Mediaeval Philosophy (London 1857) ; § 46 ; PRANTL, Geschichte der
Logik im Abendlande (1861) Vol. II, pp . 92 ss .
3. e. g. G. PARÉ, A . BRUNET, P. TREMBLAY, La renaissance du XIIO siècle
(Paris 1 933), P . 199 .
4. SI 173 .7 .8.
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the exposition which follows : this must be so, since otherwise ,
as Anselm himself shows, the problems raised disappear ; i t
is within the meaning of just such terms that the question s
really have their roots .
§ 2 . PARONYMS IN ANCIENT LOGIC AND GRAMMAR .
The dialogue with which we are concerned takes its custo-
mary title from its incipit, viz : " De ` grammatico ' . . . ", and
from the fact that " grammaticus ' is employed as a crucia l
example . However, as its first sentence also makes clear that
this word is used as an instance of a paronym (nomen denomi-
nativum, denominative name, denominative) from which ge-
neralisations are permissible 9 , a more illuminating title would
be " Dialogue on Paronyms " .
The last notable use of the term ' denominative ' is one which
occurs in J . S. Mill's " System of Logic " 9, and is enlarged on
below ; the tradition of its use extends back to the ancien t
grammarians and logicians . Priscian 7 employs the term to
cover any kind of derivation from a ` nomen ', or name ; as
nomen ' is for the ancient Latinists a wider term than th e
modern ` noun ' (it embraces what would nowadays be distin-
guished as adjectives) a very wide range of types is here in ques-
tion. Of course, the notion of derivation must not be taken to o
seriously here : usually some species of word-similarity is i n
question. The same applies to the cases envisaged by Aristotl e
in Chapter I of the Categories 8 : things are there stated to be
named paronymously (or derivatively) " which derive their
name from some other name, but differ from it in termination .
Thus the literate derives his name from ' literacy ' and the
courageous man from ' courage ' " . However, Boethius, when
commenting on this passage 9 , appears to restrict his account
5. SI 159 .3, 161 .11 .12.
6. Bk . I, Ch . II § 5 .
7. Inst. Gramm. Bk. IV
. References to this work will henceforward take th e
form of volume, page and line-numbers of Keil's Grammatici Latini, preface d
by a a Ke.g.KII55 .6.
8. 1a 12-15 (The Oxford translation has been used and amended as required) .
9. Patr. Latina Vol
. 64 Col . 167D
. References to this volume will hereunde r
consist of a «B» followed by the column-number and letter
.
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to contexts of the elementary sort which are indicated by Aristo-
tle's concrete examples, and asserts that the (supposed) deri-
vation of the ` Women ' reflects ` participation ' in whatever is
named by the cognate abstract noun ; e. g. because a given
man participates in the virtue of justice, we denominate hi m
just ' 10 . This Platonic-sounding supplement does not neces-
sarily have as its consequence that those who make use of th e
term `paronym ' (or ` denominative ') are committed to holding
that we first perceive, e . g . the quality, subsequently note the
participant, and finally consider ourselves licensed to use the
paronym in respect of that participant . Boethius remarks that
the opposite is the case : whites and literates are cognitively
prior (' notion ') to whiteness and literacy respectively 11. In
all, he holds, three marks distinguish paronyms : (i) participa-
tion ' in something by the thing paronymously named, (ii) parti-
cipation by the paronym in the name of that ` something ' men-
tioned in (i), i . e . the two names must differ in termination only ,
and (iii) the non-identity of the paronym and the name of that in
which the thing paronymously named participates 12 . When
condition (iii) is unfulfilled, says Boethius, equivocation results .
Thus ` musica ' names both a female musician and the art i n
which she is versed 13 . Leaving aside this third condition, at
least three variable factors are apparent here, and thinkers o f
the Middle Ages were quick to exploit them . The first such vari-
able is the word ' participation ' used in respect of things . Now
while derivative words may be said to ` participate ' in the word s
from which they are derived, or which have the same stem, an d
this in a perfectly familiar and intelligible sense, nevertheless th e
use of ` participate ' in respect of things is far from intelligible .
In practice this was later, e . g. at the hands of Aquinas, to b e
interpreted as any kind of connection implied by the purposiv e
transference of words in accordance with human needs and inte-
rests. The second variable lies in the range of objects in which
such participation is envisaged . Boethius' examples appear t o
lo . B168A .
zr . B2goC .
12. Bi68A Cf. Peter of Spain, Sumnnulae Logicales (ed . Bochenski) §§ 2 .22 ,
3 .01 . References to §§ of this edition will hereafter be prefaced by « PH » only .
13. B168B-C .
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confine this range to qualities in which things might be said to
` participate in common ' . But there seems to be no reason why
this range should not be extended to other categories (quantity ,
state, etc) . The most serious question here is, however, still to be
faced : what kind of a thing is a quality, if it really is a thing at
all ? The third variable is the language used . Thus, suppose parti-
cipation in qualities is in question : exactly what is to count as a
paronym will then depend upon the extent to which names give n
to things on account of their qualities happen to have, in the
language of the period, corresponding abstract names of thos e
qualities . A simple example of the effect of this third variable can
be drawn from Boethius' own text : ' virtus ' (' excellence ' ,
virtue ') is the name of a quality to which, it would appear, th e
Latin of Boethius' time had no corresponding paronym, since he
tells us that a man having ' virtus ' was called ' sapiens ' (wise )
or 'probus ' (honest 14 ) ; virtus ' could hence not be considered
by him in connection with paronyms . Yet in medieval Latin the
corresponding paronym (' virtuosus ') exists and is used freely .
In a situation of the kind described, two reactions are possible :
one can either recognise that there are limits to the use of linguis-
tic classifications for the delineation of logical problems, or one
can make artificial additions to the language in an attempt to
force it to reflect those problems
. Aristotle, on whose text Boe-
thius comments, is quite alive to the dangers of circumscribing a
class of cases by reference to the contingent features of non-tech-
nical language, and hence takes the first course : he merely use s
the notion of paronymy as a rough guide, and concludes b y
noting that the name borne by a thing in virtue of a given quality
possessed by that thing may or may not be derivative from the
name of that quality 15 . Boethius, following him, used the genera l
heading ' qualia ' for things having qualities, whether parony-
anously named or no 16 . The medievals tended to take the secon d
course, and invented constructions to fit their needs : this is
particularly evident in the case of abstract nouns like ' animali-
tas ', ' corporeitas ', and the like, against which Locke inveighs 17 ,
14. B254B.
15. Categ. lo b g .
16. B253B cf
. PH § 3
.26, § 3 .27 .
17. Essay Concerning Hunan Understanding, Bk. III, Ch. 8, § 2 .
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although these are no worse than the abstract nouns formed by
the addition of ' -ness ' or ' -hood ' to the concrete noun, and use d
in contemporary philosophical writings in English . However ,
this possibility of systematic artificial amendment of a languag e
can, unless used with great caution, give the impression tha t
all cases which are linguistically alike are susceptible of like logi-
cal classification . The difference between the cautious and in-
cautious attitude on this point may be exemplified by the cases
of Aquinas and J . S. Mill : both hold explicitly that ' white ' and
man ' are paronymous : in Aquinas' terms, " . . . things ar e
ordinarily denominated from their forms, as the white fro m
whiteness ' and man (homo) from ' humanity ' (humanitas) " 18 ,
and Mill's, " Snow, and other objects, receive the name ' white '
because they possess the attribute which is called ` whiteness ' ;
Peter, James, and others, receive the name ' man ' because the y
possess the attributes which are considered to constitute huma-
nity. The attribute, or attributes, may therefore be said t o
denominate those objects, or to give them a common naine " 19 .
Now this is part of Mill's evidence for the possibility of treating
both ' man ' and ' white ' as belonging to the class of ' connota-
tive ' names, and so of regarding them as signifying in the sam e
fashion. Aquinas, on the other hand, was not thus misled, as an
inspection of his Commentary on the Posterior A nalytics 2 ° makes
clear.
Boethius' description of paronyms not only contains th e
variables which have been mentioned, but is also such that an y
change in the interpretation of one of those variables tends to
affect the interpretation of the others : thus it would appear that
the meaning of paronyms such as ' sweet ' or ' white ' is boun d
up in some sense with the corresponding qualities (' sweetness ' ,
' whiteness '), hence such denominatives were said to ' signify a
quality ' 21 . Now given the use of ' humanitas ' in medieval Latin
to mean ' human nature ', and granted that ` white ' signifies th e
quality whiteness, are we to say also that ' homo ' (' man ') si-
18. Summa Theologica I, q . 37, art . II, corpus.
19. System of Logic, Bk. I, Ch . II, § 5 .
20. Ed. Spiazzi, §§ 28 5 . 2 95 ; cf . §§ 87, 259, 281, 289.
21. Nihil enim a album n significat quam qualitatem, B194C cf . ARISTOTLE ,
Categ . 3a 18 .
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gnifies the quality ' humanitas ' (' humanity ', ' attributes cons-
tituting human nature ') ? Hence arise repercussion in the rang e
of the second variable : is' humanitas' a quality in which men par-
ticipate — a set of attributes, a form, a nature, or a ` quiddity ' ?
And leaving aside the vexed question of the ontological status o f
attributes, one can still ask : if ` man ' signifies, say, a quality in
this way, does this not exclude the view that man is a substance ,
as opposed to a quality ? In Minto's words : " When we say ` This
is a man' do we not declare what sort of a thing he is ? Do we no t
declare his Quality ? If Aristotle had gone further along thi s
line, he would have arrived at the modern point of view 2 2
that a man is a man in virtue of his possessing certain attributes ,
that general names are applied in virtue of their connotation " 23 .
Minto goes on to suggest, most significantly ,that Aristotle faile d
to take this further step, which would make ` man ' into a quality -
signifying word, only because he had not at his disposal a " sepa-
rate name in common speech for the common attributes o f
man " 24 . Boethius, when commenting on the topic of ' secondary
substances ', appears to go quite a long way in the directio n
suggested by Minto, when he admits that ` man ' " shows wha t
a substance is like ', i . e . shows its qualities 26 . Indeed, he holds
that both ' man ' and ' white ' signify qualities in ways sufficien-
tly similar to establish the need for further criteria to distinguis h
which of the two indicates a ' substance ' 26, e . g . lack of contrary,
insusceptibility of degree, and so forth 27 .
Very little effort is required to imagine the various complex
aspects of actual linguistic practice which the notion of paronymy
can be assumed to cover when the variable possibilities of the
Boethian delineation are exploited to the full . By the time of
Aquinas it is recognised that anything connected with anythin g
else, in any one of numberless fashions, can be said to be name d
22, i . e . that of J . S. Mill, mentioned in the previous paragraph .
23. W. MINTO, Logic Inductive and Deductive, London, 1894, p . 117 . He is
here referring to Aristotle's Cate g . 3 b 10-24, cf. B1 94 B - 1 95 C .
24. Op . cit., p. 118 .
25. Qualis substantia sit demonstratur, cum dicitur a holm »
.13194D .
26.Brg5C .
27. B195D et seq .
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paronymously (` denominated ') from that ` something else '99 .
How diverse these fashions are, may be gathered from man y
examples, e . g . " From the health that is in the animal, not only
the animal, which is the subject of the health, is denominate d
healthy ', but the medicine is also asserted to be so, since i t
gives rise to that health, likewise the diet, insofar as it preserves it ,
and the uirine, nasmuch as it is a sign thereof " 29 . This passage
starts off with the simple ` quality ' case of the type of Aristo-
tle's original example, and both this and the extensions thereo f
each correspond to various interests and points of view : that of
the man (animal) who is healthy, as well as the doctor's, th e
dietician's, and the uroscopist's . From this and very many othe r
cases cited by St . Thomas, it is clear that for him paronyms exem -
plify a certain feature of the so-called ` natural ' languages, i . e .
that in such languages, " we naine things according to thei r
outstanding characteristics, according to the properties tha t
interest us and which we find useful for recognizing things in the
ordinary course of events . . . the descriptional character of our
names gives them a certain looseness of application that Profes-
sor Waissrnan has called ` open texture " 3 0
In Aquinas too is to be found the distinction which is suggested
by the elaborations described, namely that between extrinsic an d
intrinsic paronymy. As the terms imply, the extrinsic sort is
found when that from which the thing receives its name is some -
how external to that thing, e . g . ` the located ' from ` location '
and ` the measured ' from ` measure ' 31 . In contrast, the cases of
qualities possessed by an object, as in the simple examples o f
Aristotle and Boethius, constitute intrinsic paronymy. One of th e
distorted ways in which this distinction passed into modern philo-
sophy may be seen in Part I, Ch . 2 of the Logic of Port Royal ,
where external and internal modes are described. Ockham 3 2
2 8 . Omnia quae habent ordinem ad unum aliquid, licet diversimode, ab ill o
denominavi possunt, ibid . III, q . 6o, art . 1, corpus .
zg . Loc . cit.
30. Categories, H . McCabe, O . P . (« Dominican Studies N, Vol. VII), p . 174 .
31. Nihil prohibet in his quae relationem important, aliquid ab extrinsico deno-
minari : sicut aliquid denominator locatum n a « loco », et « mensuratum » a « men-
sura », ibid . I, q . 6, art. 4, coypus .
32. Philosophical Writings, Ed . Boehner, (Nelson), pp . 71-2 .
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distinguishes, yet again, between two types of paronymy which
can be gathered from Aristotle's original text : " A paronymous
term can for the present be taken in two senses . If it is taken
strictly, a paronymous term is one which begins as the abstrac t
tern does, but does not have the saine ending and signifies an
accident, e . g . from ' bravery ' we have the paronymous term
brave ', or from ' justice ', ' just ' . Taken broadly, a parony-
mous teen is one which has the same beginning as the abstract
term and does not have the same ending ; but it does not matte r
whether it signifies an accident or not . As, for instance, from
life ' something is said to be ' living ' " .
Now although Anselm is, in De ' grammatico ', concerned pri-
marily with what Ockham would call ' strict ' and Aquina s
intrinsic' paronymy i, e . with qualities and qualia enjoying
partial community of name, he does there suggest and imply
certain extensions . And in yet another work he makes a very wid e
generalisation which, in terms of his theory that a word may b e
used either in its strict sense (proprie) or in a non-strict sense
(improprie) lays down principles covering all the cases later envi-
saged and exemplified by Aquinas 33 . In any case, the notion of
intrinsic paronymy in respect of a quality which is so prominen t
in De ' grammatico ', is in fact a means to a further and more
important end . It is evident that, impressed by the linguisti c
fact recorded by Locke, viz : as to our ideas of substances, we
have very few or no abstract names at all " 34 , Anselm is rely-
ing on this sort of paronymy to exclude those concrete nouns ,
which name what he would call substances . He did not have at
his disposal the whole of the battery of abstract names which, a s
Locke points out 35 , the schools have introduced " (' animalitas ' ,
humanitas ' in the Medieval sense, ' corporeitas ') or have
" ° but timorously ventured on " (' aureitas ', ' saxeitas ', and
ligneitas ') and which would have brought the corresponding
concrete nouns (' animal ' etc .) into the field of paronyms . Anselm
is, in fact, in a position somewhat more akin to that of the moder n
non-philosophical user of English, whose feelings are voice d
by Locke, than to that of the later and larger-vocabularied
33. Beiträge zur Gesch. der Philosophie des Mittelalters . Bd. 33, Heft 3, p . 34 .
34. Op . Cit ., Bk. III, Ch. 8, § 2 .
35. Ibid .
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scholastics . For such a user, what may loosely be called the name s
of substances have, as Locke points out, no corresponding abs-
tract names, and the invention of these by the addition of '-ness '
or ` hood ' smacks not a little of artificiality (' tree ' — ' tree-
ness ') . In contrast, each adjective usually already possesses it s
natural abstract correlate, and generally we have no compunc-
tion whatsoever in adding the ' -ness ', or some similar suffix to
create it . Nevertheless, there does exist in English an interestin g
class of abstract nouns, nearly all of which name a quality or stat e
associated with human beings alone, and which have as corre-
lates not adjectives, but words classified by grammarians a s
concrete nouns, e. g. ' rascality ' — ' rascal ', ' captaincy ' —
captain ', ' regency ' — ' regent ' etc . Correspondingly, ther e
exits in Latin the class of those adjectives, each with its cognant e
abstract nouns, which happen, as a matter of fact, to apply intrin-
sically to human beings alone : of these ' grammaticus ', the
example used in De ' grammatico ' is one. Since, for the ancient
grammarians, any Latin adjective was a form of nomen, or name ,
and was inflected like a noun as well as being used quite naturall y
in a nominal sense, the two cases — the English and the Lati n
— are very much akin, and raise the saine kind of problem, e . g .
is their meaning substantive (since they are names and alway s
have to do with human beings) or merely adjectival (as indicated
by the abstract nouns in question) ? That this difficulty is al -
ready evident in Priscian will be shown below, and it is note-
worthy that the terms concerning which recent traditional logi-
cians debated as to whether they should be classified as ` con -
crete ' or ' attributive ', although not always strictly paronyms ,
nevertheless for the most part belong precisely to this type of case ,
e . g. ' artist', ' traitor ', ' father ', and ` musician ' in H. W. B .
Joseph's An Introduction to Logic 30 . But once the problem ha s
been posed thus in respect of the restricted class of concret e
nouns (in English) and adjectives (in Latin), there seems littl e
cause not to expand it to embrace Latin adjectives as a whol e
(in view of their grammatically nominal uses) and likewise t o
all English adjectives, when it is recalled that these become nouns
on the assumption of noun-inflexion, or are used as nouns whe n
36 . 2nd Edition, 1916, p . 155, 1Z . I and p . 37, 7a . I .
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they have an article attached . To sum up : the narrower use of the
term ~ paronym ' which is the minimum required to make the
problem of De ' grammatico ' intelligible, comprises in English
almost any concrete noun having not too artificial an abstrac t
correlate, and all adjectives, bearing in mind the possible nomi-
nal functions of the latter. The concrete noun ' man ', in spite of
the present existence of ` manhood ' or ' humanity ', is assume d
to be excluded from the class of paronyms, since , homo ' is used
by Anselm as a stock example of a non-paronymous name . He
was certainly familiar with the logical use of humanitas ' to
refer to whatever is involved in being a human being : this use
occurs in Bk. V of Boethius' commentary on Porphyry 37 ; he
himself makes use of ' humanitas ' in this sense in Epistola d e
Incarnatione Verbi 38 , and would doubtless regard ' humanus ' as
the cognate paronym. This logical sense of .` humanitas ' is, of
course, to be distinguished from that which occurs in classical
Latin, and which is discussed, for instance, in S . Prete's `Humanes '
nella letteratura arcaica latina . Fundamentally, therefore, we are
faced with a highly unsatisfactory delimitation of sphere o f
logical interest : it reflects the state of philosophical Latin i n
Anselm's time, and thereby illuminates the temporary nature o f
a classification so dependent on contingent linguistic factors .
Yet notwithstanding the ease with which reasons for depre-
cating Anselm's use of the notion of paronymy may be found,
there are at least two redeeming points which should not b e
overlooked . In the first place, as soon as one ceases to view a
natural ' language as a pure datum, and in abstraction from the
purposes from which human beings employ it, the air of blind
contingency which attaches to the notion of paronymy tends t o
be somewhat dissipated. There are plenty of pre-philosophical
occasions on which one wishes to compare one thing or perso n
with another in respect of some quality, and hence there exists a
natural tendency to have a name for that quality 39 . Further ,
when names indicating states are counted as paronyms (e . g .
fatherhood ' —' father ', ' pregnancy ' — ` pregnant ') it is als o
37. B15oB-D .
38. SII 26 .
39. Cf . B255-6 .
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clear that occasions for the use of the corresponding abstrac t
noun do in fact often arise : we frequently desire to place, date or
measure the beginning, end, or duration of a state . Yet no such
occasions can be envisaged from the use of the abstract noun s
corresponding to concrete names such as ` man ', ' dog ' an d
tree' : not only are the objects named by these names no t
susceptible of degree in respect of the qualities named by suc h
abstract nouns as ` manhood ' (or ' humanity '), ' dogness ', or
freeness ', but also the duration of the quality is here coter -
minus with the existence of the object which has it . It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that such abstract nouns belong only to tha t
relatively artificial stratum of language which owes its existenc e
to philosophy or logic. The pre-philosophical paronym with whic h
De ' grammatico ' is primarily concerned, the paronym in Ock-
ham's strict sense, which ' signifies an accident ', will always, i n
the concrete, embody news : the philosopher's paronym will only
occur in truisms. Secondly, the main weight of Anselm's discus-
sion scarcely depends on the classification of words as paronyms ;
for the most part he merely contrasts a case (' man ') which i n
some sense can be said to ' signify a substance ' with cases lik e
white ', and ' literate ' which for him differ from ` man ' i n
being paronymous . Having shown that the examples do not logi-
cally perform their significatory functions in the same way, he
attempts to underpin the merely linguistic classification wit h
something more well-grounded : part of the outcome of the dia-
logue is at least a suggestion as to some criterion for distinguishin g
between words which ' signify substances ' and words whic h
signify qualities ' . Such a criterion can still remain effective
even when ` homo ' has become, as it is by Aquinas' time, th e
cognate paronym of ` humanitas ', and so entered linguistically
into the class of words from which he hoped to distinguish it .
Centuries before Anseim, Priscian had been faced with wha t
was, at least verbally, the same question, and in attempting t o
provide some criterion whereby quality-indicating words coul d
be distinguished from substance-indicating words, only bequea-
thed confusion to posterity by his choice of example. It has been
pointed out how English adjectives are the closest modern appro-
ximation to the bulk of the paronyms recognised by Anselm, and
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concerning ~ adjectiva ', themselves a species of ' nomen ' for
Priscian, the latter says : ` adjectives are so called because they
are customarily adjoined to other common names which signify
substances, or even to proper names, in order to make plai n
quality or quantity possessed which can increase or decrease wit-
hout the abolition of the substance " 40 . This in itself might have
afforded temporary satisfaction, had not Priscian unfortunatel y
added ` sapiens grammaticus ' as an example 41 , i . e . ` gramma- ,
ticus ' is the ` common name which signifies a substance ' t o
which ' sapiens ' (a paronymous adjective) has been adjoined .
But grammaticus ' was one of the logicians ' stock examples of a
paronym, i . e . it was classed with ' white ', which, as we have seen ,
was said by Aristotle to signify a quality and nothing but a quali-
ty
. How then can it at the same time signify a substance, as Pris-
cian states ? In another place Priscian had asserted that the pe-
culiar property of naines is that they signify substance and qua-
lity 42 , and on one interpretation this is still at variance with the
logicians' accounts of paronyms . In Anselm's time, given the
looseness of Boethius' description of paronyms, as well as th e
latter's already-noted concession that ' man ' signifies certain
qualities, the obvious and naïve attitude in the face of thes e
incompatibilities would be to ask whether paronyms—especially
those which, like ' grammaticus ' both qualify and exclusively
refer to men — signify substances or qualities
.
It is with this naïve question, posed in respect of Priscian' s
example (' grammaticus ') that De ' grammatico ' opens and th e
question itself may rightly be said to arise from confusion in th e
face of already existing confusion as to the meaning of term s
such as ' paronym ', ' signifies ', ' substance ', and ' quality ' .
Indeed, Anselm wishes that it should appear in this light, since h e
puts the question in the mouth of a student who can advance and
quote opinions to support either alternative . Only a crass dis-
regard of the elucidatory method of dialogue employed by An-
selm can have led critics like Maurice 43 to assume that Anselm
40. KII 58 .20 .24 cf. KII 8 44 . 5 •
41. KII 58 .24.
42. Proprium est nominis substantiam et qualitatem significare, KII 55 .6 .
43. cf. § I .
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was unconscious of the ambiguities lurking in that opening ques-
tion as to whether ' grarnmaticus ' is a substance (-word) or a
quality (-word) — a question which in any case becomes unin-
telligible if, with Maurice, one insists on translating ' grammati-
cus ' as ` grammarian ', so that the problem reads, ' Is a gramma-
rian a substance or a quality ? ' . True, Anselm does not repre-
sent the dialogue as one which is concerned with a dispute arisin g
out of differences between the statements of logicians and gram-
marians, yet the discrepancy about ' grammaticus ' would b e
familiar to his literal-minded contemporaries who had looked a t
Priscian and Boethius . In any case, Priscian's doctrine that al l
naines signify substances and qualities constitutes one of the
positions discussed in the dialogue 44 . And Abelard overtly
mentions those who appeal to Priscian's doctrine when dis
-
cussing the meaning of names in general, and paronyms i n
particular 45 . In fact Abelard's argument at this point 4° is simply
an alternative expression of the same problem as that of De
graiiamatico ' . It is noteworthy also that the twelfth-centur y
glossators on Priscian busied themselves about the same ques-
tion 47 . Far from being an innovator who imported logical consi-
derations into the study of grammar, as has been claimed 48 , the
twelfth century grammarian Peter Helias had plenty of prece
-
dents for such a mixture : indeed, the truth of the matter is that
Peter Helias was engaged in disentangling what some of hi s
predecessors, but not Anselm, had already confused 4 ° . Anselm is
quite clear about the descriptive basis of grammar of the sort
found in Priscian : it is to such a basis that his term ' usus loquen-
di ' refers . And his logical determination of significatio per se ,
which he opposes to usus loquendi b0, will later have its counter-
part in the work of the authors on Grammatica Speculativa, the
prescriptive grammar which on philosophical-logical ground s
dictates rather than describes 5 1
44. SI 156 .15 .17 .
45. Dialectica (ed . de Rijk), p . 11 3 .1 9 .2 4 .
46. Ibid ., pp . 112-114. Utrum omnis impositio in signi ficatione ducatur
.
47. See, e. g. R . W . HUNT, Studies on Priscian in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries I. in « Medieval and Renaissance Studies »
. Vol . 1, No . 2, pp . 218-9.
48. Paré, Brunet, etc ., op . cit ., p . 234 n .
49. HUNT, op . Cit ., pp . 215-6.
50. See e .g . SII 157 .1 .8 .
51. R . H . RoBINs, Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in Europe, p . 76-9o .
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§ 3 . ` Grammatic2Gs ' AS A PARONYM .
In view of the subsequent development of western Europea n
languages, the ancient and medieval logicians could scarcely hav e
chosen a more unfortunate stock example of a paronym tha n
grammaticus ' . The origins of this choice have already bee n
suggested, and it now remains to attempt, for the first time as fa r
as I am aware, to discover a translation of that word which can b e
used consistently throughout Ansehn's dialogue .
Since a grammaticus is paronymously named from ' gramma-
tica ', both these Latin words must be examined . The second ,
namely ' grammatica ', has to be understood as an abstract
noun : yet its prima facie English translation as ` grammar '
scarcely seems to provide us with such a noun, as in present-da y
usage it refers to the set of rules of language provided by gram-
marians rather than to the quality, state, action, or passion re-
quired by the grammatical definition of an abstract noun . This i s
because the Latin word has a duality of meaning which has now
disappeared, a duality also possessed by the generic word ` scien-
tia ', or by ' science ' in Cartesian French . In the same way as
these latter were used to refer either to the coherent findings o f
a given type of research or as dispositional words to indicate a
person's mental capacities, so also ' grammatica ', being the
name of a particular ' scientia ', signified either the rules o f
grammar or that ' quality of the soul ' which is requisite in order
to operate in accordance with such rules 62 . The second sens e
has lingered on for the French ' grammaire ' until the nine-
teenth century, since Littré gives what is in effect this mean-
ing to the word : for Larousse it is now the art or the book con-
cerned with correct speech and writing .Thus while ` grammar '
would serve for the first sense of ' grammatica ', a word lik e
literacy', which is the name of a (personal) quality, is neede d
in order to reproduce in English the sense for the most part envi-
saged by Anselm . ` Literacy ', it will be found, can be used con-
sistently throughout the dialogue as the translation of ' gram-
matica', and this even at those few points where the first sens e
52 . B17oA, 172A, 169B, 1 73 D , 1 74B .
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(i . e. ` grammar ') is in question . True, it is only in terms of
this latter sense that one can be said to know or not to kno w
` grammatica ' 53 . But if it is desired to remain within a cluster o f
English words having a strict correlation with the corresponding
Latin ones, expressions such as ` displaying literacy ' seem to b e
called for at points where knowledge of ` grammatica ' is in ques-
tion, e . g. ` homo sciens grammaticam ' b4 may be rendered ` man
displaying literacy' .
What now of ` grammaticus ' ? In its case the development o f
language reflects the problem of paronyms : whereas, in Latin,
grammatica ' has only ` grammaticus ' as its cognate ` nomen ' ,
modern French, German and English now split the translation o f
` grammaticus' into two alternatives, namely noun and adjec-
tive. It is as though the dialogue's question, " Does ` grammati-
cus ' signify a quality or a substance ? " had been answered b y
the provision of adjectival and noun translations which cate r
for both alternatives . For in English we find, correlated with th e
word ` grammar ', both the adjective ` grammatical ' and th e
noun ` grammarian ', either of which could count as the corres-
ponding paronym, with similar alternatives in French and Ger
-
man. Under these circumstances, especially when the requisit e
senses of ` signify ' have not been distinguished, and the nominal
uses of adjectives are overlooked, the alternative chosen in th e
translation superficially settles the question, making it utterly
trite : if ` grammatical ' is chosen, then ` grammaticus ' becomes a
quality-word, whereas the choice of ` grammarian ' makes it a
substance-word . This accident of the history of language account s
for much of the horror of those critics of the dialogue who wer e
mentioned in § I .
This situation is remedied, and the problem resumes some -
what its original pattern, if ` grammatica ' having been trans-
lated as ` literacy ', ` grammaticus ' now becomes ` literate ' .
The latter has a fairly well-established nominal use, and so repro-
duces the possibility of ` grammaticus ' having extra-linguisti c
reference where this is envisaged in the corresponding case i n
Latin. True, ` literate ', when used as a noun-translation o f
53. SI 156 .7, 157 .17.
54. SI 257 .26 .27 .
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grammaticus ', must take on its strong sense, which the French
lettré ' possesses exclusively, of a ` literary man ' rather than
someone who, in contrast to an illiterate, can merely read . Even
in the absence of any objections to the translation of ` grammati-
cus ' by ` grammarian ', this still need not necessarily be a more
accurate translation than ' literate ' : ` scholar ' and ` philolo-
gist ' are alternatives which illustrate its range of meaning . Nei-
ther, however, have the ready substantival and adjectival sens e
possessed by ` literate ' and which reflect the concern of the dia-
logue . Boethius ' equation of ' grammatica ' and ` grammaticus '
with ` litteratura ' and ` litteratus ' respectively 55, further encou-
rage the choice of ` literacy ' and ` literate ' . Other words which
have the ready dual substantival and adjectival uses, and which
might have served as translations for ` grammaticus ', were it not
for their rather more specialised senses, are ` academic ', ` intel-
lectual ' and ' scholastic ' .
The peculiar suitability, from a logical point of view, of ` lite-
rate ' as an example in a discussion of meaning, is readily appa-
rent . It so happens, as a matter of fact, that the only beings o f
which this paronym is predicated, or to which it is used to refer ,
are human beings, with the result that one may very well b e
tempted to hold, like Priscian and the recent traditional logi-
cians when faced with the same type of situation, that it ha s
` man ' (a substance) as part of its meaning . However, ` white '
is also a paronym, yet the diversity of white objects to which thi s
word happens to apply is such that there is no correspondin g
temptation in its case . This difference provides Anselm with a n
excellent pointer to the various meanings of ` meaning ' which he
distinguishes in De ` grammatico ' : one can either generalise ,
where possible, from descriptions of concrete utterances, usus
loquendi, or logically prescribe the precisive signification of
words . The latter is the concern of logicians, and he leaves the
conclusion to be drawn that the first typifies the activities of
grammarians .
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